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Character Assessment Charlbury 2017
Area 2 – East
by Christine Elliott

I’m particularly covering two aspects: (a) the historic features visible from the 1761 Thomas Pride 
map of Charlbury; and (b) characteristics relating to wildlife. Using the National Library of Scotland 
online old OS maps overlaying satellite images it is easy to see that the 1761 boundaries are still 
visible all over Charlbury. Drystone walls and old hedgerows are seen everywhere as boundaries 
of gardens, new housing developments, tracks, roads, and current fields. The major disruptors to 
the boundaries were the construction of the toll roads to Enstone, Burford, and Woodstock about 
1800 and the railway line about 1850. The Green Riding from Five Ways to Stonesfield was 
upgraded and realigned up the valley bottom diagonally across fields towards Woodstock. Three 
tollgates were built, two remain at Enstone crossroads and Dyers Hill by the river, the third one, 
Baywell Gate, at Five Ways was demolished post-WWII with the realignment of the road to Witney. 
Grass verges along the north side of Woodstock Road and the two old hawthorn trees are 
remnants of the vegetation along the old Green Riding and would show interesting limestone flora 
if left uncut in June/July. Prior to 1761 there had been a major rerouting of the road to the west of 
Lee Place to permit the building of Lee Place, this road now called Grammar School Hill was called
New Road in 1761 and the diagonal stretch west of Wellington Cottages was planted with Scots 
Pine which dominate this area today. Scots Pines were also planted later alongside the 
straightened toll road to Burford beyond the river about 1800. The ghostly outline of Lees Rest 
Wood is visible as the assarted hedgeline that remained after it was felled mid 19th century, this 
curved line crosses the Woodstock Road on the bend (RHS photo).

I have also read the Parish Nature Conservation Appraisal:
A Practical Guide written in 1993 by Alan Spicer (who lives
locally) and Nicola Bourdillon and published by Oxford
Brookes University. They cite seven sites of unimproved
grassland within the parish: St Mary’s Churchyard, the
Town Cemetery; Clarke’s Bottom and the steep part of
Gomm’s field which are in Area 2; Wigwell which is the
continuation of Clarke’s Bottom to the west of the B4022;
also the two fields alongside the Woodstock Road (see
LIDAR photo right), the rectangular field touching
Woodstock Road with its SE corner and the triangular field which has old quarry workings.

Area 2 includes the B4022 approach road from Enstone and five routes/pathways heading into the 
countryside east of Charlbury, all of which were shown on the 1761 map: All the stone walls, 
hedgerows, trees, and verges alongside these tracks have historic roots. Walls have been 
maintained, hedegerows allowed to grow big, relaid or replanted, trees allowed to mature, verges 
surviving as remnants of the original flora – all this continuity having considerable benefit to the 
wildlife in this part of Charlbury. They all provide routes to the ancient Saltway, a drove road and a 
route for transporting salt from Droitwich to Princes Risborough, the Saltway also forms the eastern
boundary of the parish. This area also includes the two valleys with streams entering the Evenlode 
from the east, Clarke’s Bottom and Sandford Slade.
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B4022 from Enstone

The B4022 passes the
Cotswold View caravan
and camping site at
Banbury Hill Farm. This
opened about 30 years,
whole fields were planted
up with trees and paddocks
established horses, sheep,
pigs and Shetland ponies
for the visitors. There is
also a popular café open to
the public which has been
open since 2016. 

The grass verge alongside the road is regularly
mown so that visitors can easily walk down into
Charlbury. Further along the path is directed behind
a hedge for protection from the traffic and then
crosses the road to go along the inside edge of the
field which is in the same ownership.

The B4022 from
Enstone approaches
Charlbury from the NE
and Charlbury is well
hidden from this road
because it is largely
over the top of the
ridge. Views extend to
Wigwell, Wychwood on
the skyline and the
Evenlode Valley.

The new imposing
manor-style house on
Hundley Way is visible
and the big open field
along the Ditchley Road
is on the skyline. 
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The field along Hundley Way subject
to a current housing application is
also just visible as a thin strip behind
the mature trees along Hundley
Way. The land falls steeply to
Clarke’s Bottom where a stream
runs into Wigwell on the other side
of the road and then into the
Evenlode. Both Clarke’s Bottom and
Wigwell are identified by Bourdillon
and Spicer as unimproved
grassland. 

On arrival in Charlbury, the first buildings you see are the converted barns at Oxpens opposite the 
allotments - this is a very rural impression of Charlbury.
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Hundley Way

1. Hundley Way is 
probably the boundary
between the North and
South open fields 
because the 1761 
(and current) field 
boundaries are all 
parallel to the path. 
The track, which is a 
bridleway, extends 
from Enstone Road to 
the Saltway on the 
eastern parish 
boundary.

2. The housing development of The Green in the 1960s 
provided pedestrian-only access into Hundley Way. The 
developers retained the old stone walls alongside the 
track and the renovation of the old barns at Oxpens in the
1970s also retained the boundary walls. 

3. This sensitive development has meant that the narrow 
end of Hundley Way nearest the town still clearly shows 
the road layout as it was in 1761, including the short track
north of Oxpens from the Enstone Road to Hundley Way 
– the resulting effect is quite charming, peaceful and 
rural.
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4. The site subject to a current housing application along 
Hundley Way is bounded by stone walls, mature trees 
and hedgerows and these would need to be retained as a
thick boundary to preserve the character of this very 
popular walk from Charlbury. Vehicular access into 
Hundley Way is not planned and it would be devastating 
to the area if it were allowed.

5. The land to the north of Hundley Way is called Clarke’s 
Bottom an area of unimproved grassland with a small 
pond. It is a series of narrow fields with old hedgerows all
parallel to Hundley Way, the sides of the valley are steep 
and, when it has snowed, everyone comes here for 
tobogganing. It is owned by the Ditchley Estate and 
grazed by White Park cattle. It forms a charming 
foreground to the view from Hundley Way over Wigwell 
and to the rest of the Evenlode Valley towards 
Chadlington.

6. A large house Hundley House has been built in the last 
decade on the southern side of Hundley Way, just 
beyond Hundley Cottage. This new house has been built 
like a manor house in the traditional Cotswold style.

7. Beyond Hundley House, the track becomes more like a 
footpath through farmland. Just on the right immediately 
past the house, there is an informal path alongside the 
edge of the arable field across to Ditchley Road. Further 
along there is also an informal path across to the 
Camping and Caravan site at Banbury Hill Farm. 

8. Apart from these two informal paths, Hundley Way 
continues alongside fields and woods to the parish 
boundary on the Saltway which is a public bridleway and 
Sustrans Route 442 and gives a choice of routes 
including returning back to Charlbury along the Ditchley 
Road. The large field to the south of Hundley Way was 
an open arable field in 1761 with dotted lines shown on 
the map for identifying different leaseholds. The 1881 
and 1922 maps show no enclosures but the 1940s aerial 
photo does show a hedge north from the curved northern
hedgerow boundary of Half Mile Bush, but this no longer 
exists so the vista from the footpath is very reminiscent of
the 18th century open view to the southern skyline.
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Ditchley Road

1. Ditchley Road starts at The Slade in Charlbury and rises up slowly to slightly higher ground, it
cuts diagonally across old field boundaries and extends to the Saltway on the eastern parish 
boundary. Ditchley Road forms part of Sustrans Route 442.

2. The first part of Ditchley Road is very wide, it is 
bordered on the north by drystone walls 
bounding the older properties and on the south 
by a wide grass verge and native hedgerows 
bounding the newer houses. This is the first part
of the old road to Woodstock which then went 
along Quarry Lane as shown on the 1761 map.

3. Ditchley Road has been recently tarmaced up to
the new houses at Kersey Court but beyond that
the tarmaced surface is very patched and 
repaired. There is no through traffic so is a 
delightful road which is accessible for people on 
foot or with bikes, pushchairs and wheelchairs. 
The area is remote from other public roads so 
there is no traffic noise and has an atmosphere 
of tranquillity. The hedgerows, verges and stone 
walls are full of wild flowers, butterflies and the 
sounds of birdsong. 

4. There are extensive views to a wide flat horizon,
like a saucer, over the local fields and woods 
and then glimpses of more distant views over 
the edge towards the Evenlode. Travelling 
further west along the road to wards Ditchley 
there are glimpses to the south of the Downs. 

5. Looking back down Ditchley Road towards 
Charlbury, the town is completely hidden from 
view by the topography and the trees, with only 
the buildings of Ambleside Farm visible.
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6. Looking towards the Evenlode Valley, the roof of
the new manor house Hundley House on 
Hundley Way is just visible. Hundley House 
forms a natural edge to the settlement of 
Charlbury - it would completely detract from the 
atmosphere of this delightful area if housing 
development encroached beyond that line

7. There are three bungalows along the Ditchley Road built many years ago in triangular 
remnants of old fields visible in 1761 having been cut across by the line of the Ditchley Road,
they are surrounded by trees and don’t really adversely affect the nature of the area.

8. The northern boundary of the old limestone 
quarry is formed by the Ditchley Road but there 
are no views into the quarry because of thick 
vegetation and secure fences. For a few years 
there was an informal access point created by 
walkers into the quarry from Ditchley Road but 
this has now been securely blocked and there is
no public access into the quarry. The sides of 
the quarry have been restored to slopes apart 
from the northernmost quarry face which has a 
lias clay exposure and is a geological SSSI so 
has to be left visible. The new slopes have been
planted with native trees and shrubs and there is
extensive limestone grassland with abundant 
limestone flora. Without the disturbance of 
people and dogs, the wildlife has been able to 
flourish, in fact it is positively encouraged, so the
quarry provides an oasis for wildlife close to 
where people live.

9. At the bend in the road just past the quarry, an 
old fieldpath forks off to the right – on the 1761 
Map this is called Hole (Holly) Bush. It is not a 
public right of way but forms an important 
feature with the silhouette of old trees on the 
skyline. There is, however, an informal path 
across to Quarry Lane, along the track and then 
along the edge of the field adjoining the thick 
vegetation on the boundary of the old quarry of 
the quarry.
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10. The final stretch of road near the Ditchley 
Lodges follows the line of the Iron Age Grim’s 
Ditch (clearly visible on the LIDAR photo). At the
final bend in the road, the 1761 map shows two 
routes to reach the Saltway - the southern one 
which is the current road to the lodges and the 
northern one following Grim’s Ditch which is 
shown as a footpath in 1923 but is no longer a 
right of way. 

11. At the Ditchley Lodges the road through Ditchley
is not a public right of way. Sustrans Route 442 
continues along the unsurfaced Saltway which is
the parish boundary and heads north towards 
the B4022.

 

12. To the south the Saltway is tarmaced to reach 
Ditchley Park Farm a traditional farmhouse 
which was bought up and remodelled to provide 
a large imposing home. 
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13. Turning right at Ditchley Park Farm takes you 
back to Charlbury via Quarry Lane or Sandford 
Slade. Continuing south takes you along the 
green Saltway through a Local Nature Reserve 
established because of the rich flora and the 
Downy Woundwort that was discovered growing
about 20 years ago when the double hedges 
were cut back by Ditchley Estate.
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Quarry Lane

1. Quarry Lane is a bridleway, it extends from the first bend in the Ditchley Road to the Saltway on 
the eastern parish boundary. On the 1761 map it is described as Woodstock Way providing the 
main route to Woodstock before the turnpike road to Woodstock was built around 1800. The lane 
is unsurfaced and has thick hedgerows and mature trees on both sides. 

2. The housing areas to the south are bounded by old field boundaries. The hedgerow visible 
alongside the Bowls Club overflow carpark continues northwards between the Ticknell Piece 
houses built by Hassall Homes and the low-cost houses built at the same time. This hedgerow 
ends at Quarry Lane on the boundary of the three modern houses built at the start of Quarry 
Lane.

3. The southern boundary between Quarry Lane and the 
low-cost houses is quite successful. There are two 
parallel chain link fences separating them, which means 
that the gardens do not have a direct boundary with 
Quarry Lane.

4. The northern boundary of the lane with the old limestone 
quarry (RHS photo) is securely fenced off and the 
boundary vegetation is very thick. The major excavation 
of the quarry occurred between the 1950s –1990s. The 
planting on the restored slopes of the quarry and the 
naturalised regrowth alongside Quarry Lane provides a 
dense boundary and it is not possible now to see into the 
quarry apart from the elevated Cockshute footpath. The 
quarry face is a Geological SSSI because of the 
exposure of blue lias clay which has to be preserved. The
quarry is managed for wildlife and seed-eating farmland 
birds, notably yellowhammers, are fed grain during the 
winter and spring until natural food is available. When the
quarry was operational house martins used to collect 
mud for their nests from the wheel-wash that all lorries 
had to drive through. The overhanging eaves and 
wooden bargeboards of the houses built nearby on The 
Green in the 1960s were quickly colonised by house 
martins, but over time as the wooden bargeboards were 
replaced with plastic ones, the mud nests could no longer
stick to them and the colonies have declined.

5. Beyond the low-cost houses, Quarry Lane borders Centenary Woodland and there are some gaps
in the chain-link fence providing access. At the end of the woodland there is a kissing gate giving 
access to the main ride through the woodland which follows the route of the old Ticknell Path to 
Crawborough.
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6. Beyond the woodland is the field Brewer’s Bottom now 
used for grazing horses. Woodchips have been spread 
on Quarry Lane up to the access point to this field to 
improve the surface for vehicles.

7. Beyond Brewer’s Bottom, at a bend in Quarry Lane, is 
the junction with the Sandford Slade Path (through 
Blenheim Farm Nature Reserve and Willow Walk) and 
the public footpath up alongside the hedgerow to the 
Cockshute Path with its extensive views over Charlbury 
and the Evenlode Valley.

8. Beyond this junction Quarry Lane becomes more like a 
footpath. There are several large pollarded ash trees and
hopefully these won’t succumb to Ash Dieback disease. 

9. When it reaches the end of the quarry the vista opens up 
to a large arable field reminiscent of the old open field 
system. Further along hedgerows have been removed in 
the 1970s but several of the boundaries from the 1881 
OS map (below) do still remain. There is an informal 
footpath across to the Ditchley Road along the edge of 
the field adjoining the old quarry, the vegetation within the
quarry boundary is very thick which is very good habitat. 
Yellowhammers are fed grain at the quarry during the 
winter, so this area is a very good area for seeing them.
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10. The path continues until a bend where it turns to the 
north towards the Saltway at Ditchley Park Farm which 
used to be called Dustfield Farm. This is where the old 
road forked in 1761 and one arm went SE diagonally 
across the field to the Saltway on the way to Woodstock 
– it is shown on the 1881 OS map but there is no sign of 
this roadway across the field today. However, the 
assarted hedgerow at the northern edge of the old Lees 
Rest Wood is visible as a sinuous boundary - this 
woodland was felled during the mid 19th century before 
the 1881 OS map was drawn up.
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Ticknell Path

1. The old Ticknell path starts from The Slade opposite 
Crawborough which is a limestone bridleway well-
scoured by the rain coming up from the town centre. 
Ticknell Path is a public footpath and follows the old route
to Quarry lane visible on the 1761 map and has been 
accommodated by the design of both the Ticknell Piece 
housing development and the main ride of Centenary 
Woodland both designed in the 1990s. It provides a major
walking route up from the town and is very popular with 
dog walkers, hence the dog mess bin sited on its junction 
with The Slade.

2. In 1987, when the Primary School joined the Infant School in an enlarged building at the top of
Crawborough, the top part of Crawborough was tarmaced. This drystone wall (above right) 
was rebuilt slightly further back from the original to improve the sightline along The Slade. 
There is an exceptionally well trimmed leylandii hedge above the wall giving privacy to the 
garden beyond.

3. This SW corner of the Ticknell Piece housing 
development built in the mid 1990s was originally the 
garden of the demolished bungalow which contained 
several large trees including a weeping willow. These 
trees were preserved in the new gardens but since these 
gardens were so small the Tree Officer ended up having 
to allow individual owners to remove the trees. There is 
just one large exotic tree remaining, which was pruned in 
2016 - fortunately it was sensitively done by a tree 
surgeon who did a very good job making the resulting 
shape symmetrical.

4. The back gardens of houses on Ticknell Piece back onto 
this old track although only the first few have dry stone 
walls, the others have close boarded fences. This part of 
the track is called Ticknell Lane and gives vehicular 
access to three modern houses on the south side and 
then pedestrian access into the southern part of the 
Ticknell Piece development.
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5. The path continues between the high mortared stone 
garden walls and a 25 year old wild privet hedge planted 
alongside the driveway of the only TP house south of the 
path. This high hedge belongs to the house and the rural 
character of the path and the privacy of the house are 
dependent upon its retention.

6. The path then crosses the cul-de-sac access to four 
houses and follows along the edge of the development, 
separated from the shared drive to the houses by a 
berberis hedge planted 25 years ago. It took a long time 
for this hedge to establish and it has finally provided a 
high screen, however, it is bare at the base and probably 
should be pruned better to produce a thicker barrier. The 
southern side of the path is the original field boundary 
hedgerow which contains a magnificent pollarded hazel.
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7. The path then continues through a metal kissing gate at 
the juncture of an old field boundary which forms the 
eastern edge of the TP houses and the Bowls Club 
overflow car park. This junction also provides gated 
vehicular access into the large field by Centenary 
Woodland rented by the Town Council for public 
recreational use and the BBOWT Blenheim Farm Nature 
Reserve in the valley beyond. The old field boundary to 
the west of this carpark has recently been severely 
trimmed to the height of the fence. This is an example of 
how the reality of preserving an original hedgerow within 
a housing development is not always what the planners 
might have hoped for. Corners of the carpark were 
originally planted with annual poppies and wildflowers but
these have died out, some apple trees have also been 
planted. There is a wide kissing gate designed for 
wheelchair access from the car park into the recreation 
area.

8. Ticknell Path then follows a wide gap between the chain 
link boundary fence of the Bowls Club to the north and a 
thick tall hedgerow which was the original field boundary. 
The Bowls Club planted a native hedge inside the chain 
link fence but have kept it so well trimmed to the height 
and thickness of the fence that 20 years later it is still very
narrow and not very useful for wildlife. The path has a 
wide grass and nettle verge bordering the original field 
boundary to the south so there is space for the Bowls 
Club hedge to be allowed to grow bigger.

9. After the Bowls Club, the vista opens up by the fenced off
children’s play area in front of the second phase of the 
low-cost housing which fits in well into the landscape. The
view from here to the south across the valley to the ridge 
beyond is wonderful. Under the shade of a very large old 
oak tree, there is a bench to sit on and admire the view. 
The 1761 map shows the field strips up on the ridge were
called Cockshute Furlong and the slope below was called
Wood Field Grounds. Charlbury is hardly visible from 
here, four houses have been built on the other side of the
hedgerow on the western boundary of this site but they 
are visually contained and do not spoil the atmosphere of 
the place.

10. By the houses there is another wide kissing gate 
designed for wheelchair access into this recreation area. 
Originally young trees were planted to screen the gable 
end of the last building on the eastern end, however, the 
trees were vandalised and were never replaced, only one
survived.

11. The well-used skate board park is located alongside Centenary Woodland to the south of 
Ticknell Path, but it has been well screened with native hedging so is hardly visible. Children 
reach it from Ticknell Path and also Sandford Slade.
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12. This whole area is owned by Oxfordshire County Council 
and was originally purchased to provide a playing field for
the Spendlove Secondary School, but the school was 
closed so the land became surplus. Oxfordshire County 
Council had been created by the 1888 Local Government 
Act so, after receiving a local suggestion, they planted 
this Centenary Woodland to commemorate its 100 year 
anniversary. The rest of the site is rented to Charlbury 
Town Council for recreation purposes. The field is cut for 
hay each summer, wild flowers include buttercups, red 
clover and also spreading patches of yellow rattle; rings 
of fungi are also visible in the satellite photo.

13. Although the open field is very close to the houses of Charlbury, it feels very rural and is 
surrounded by hedgerows and trees. It is popular with dog walkers and dogs can be let off the 
lead, it is also very popular with joggers and people just enjoying the open space and views. A 
new east-west hedgerow has been planted across the meadow from the skateboard park with 
two oaks, one of which has been severely vandalised by debarking which will affect its growth.

14. The path continues along the main ride through 
Centenary Woodland until reaching a kissing gate into 
Quarry Lane. There is a circular path around the 
woodland, which is also threaded with footpaths created 
by walkers. There are also dens created by teenagers.

15. The woodland is largely ash and local people were trained to carry out formative pruning 
within its first 10 years in order to potentially provide future generations with trees that were 
well enough shaped to be useful. Ash dieback is now, however, very much in evidence so the 
trees will probably provide a good source of firewood. It is not known what will happen with 
ash dieback, there is some thought that these newly planted ash trees might regrow from the 
base and survive as coppiced trees which is a traditional practice. Quarry Lane and other old 
tracks out from Charlbury have lots of large ash trees which show that they have been 
coppiced in the past, again it is not known whether these old hedgerow trees will succumb to 
the disease. 

16. There are also wild cherry trees within the woodland 
which are growing well and producing tall straight suckers
which could ultimately provide useful timber. Formative 
pruning of the cherries occurs during the summer. There 
is an area of hazel for coppicing and further down, in the 
upper part of the Sandford Slade valley there is a stand of
oaks on the deeper soil - these are being pruned and 
thinned to produce good shaped trees. Beyond the oaks, 
the eastern corner is left unplanted along the line of 
Grim’s Ditch with just cuts across the corner of the site 
and through Brewers Bottom, the field bordering the 
woodland.
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17. There are some interesting features in the design of the woodland, there is a yew tunnel from 
a commemorative stone to the area of oaks, and also a lime circle to replicate new suckers 
growing from an old lime now disappeared. The woodland also includes beech to produce 
beechmast for birds and the rides are bordered with flowering shrubs providing nectar for 
insects and also autumn berries useful for birds. The walnut trees planted alongside the main 
ride have been pruned to encourage low branches for easy picking of fruit, and there are 
several apple trees throughout the woodland. The Cotswold Wardens regularly cut back the 
blackthorn suckers which have grown out from the original field hedgerows into the woodland.

18. The rides and other patches of grassland in the woodland
are rich with knapweeds, marjoram, scabious and wild 
carrot, which are very useful for insects and butterflies, 
these have all appeared naturally, they have not been 
introduced. In the summer, the area is marvellous for 
butterflies including marbled whites which require uncut 
long grass for a successful lifecycle. 
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Willow Walk & Sandford Slade

1. This is a public footpath for its entire length. Willow Walk follows the stream from Dancers Hill 
to the dip in the bottom of The Slade by the group of old properties which are shown on the 
1761 map. Across the road the path goes between Blenheim Farmhouse and the Thatched 
Cottage, which is now the only thatched property in Charlbury. The path then follows a dry 
valley – there is no stream because that originates as a spring in the garden of Blenheim 
Farmhouse. This spring is also the water supply to this group of old houses. The street sign 
says Brewers Bottom which is in fact the field at the far end of path, beyond Centenary 
Woodland, where it meets Quarry Lane. This path has been well-used for many centuries and
is much used and valued by local people, it is very tranquil and peaceful with a secret 
enclosed feel.

2. Willow Walk is an attractive unsurfaced path but 
which is muddy because of the annual deposit of 
autumn leaves that rot down. The path is divided 
into two by an old stone bridge stile half way along,
so it is virtually impassable for push chairs and 
bikes. At the western end, a drystone wall borders 
the path alongside the sheltered housing built to 
the north in the late 1960s. The path runs 
alongside the stream which trickles along between 
thick vegetation planted in the gardens of Sandford
Park. At the eastern end beyond the stile, the 
stream disappears behind a close-boarded wooden
fence, which is the boundary to the gardens of 
houses in Hill Close. 

To the south of the path there is an open vista 
towards Sandford Park which was built in the early 
1960s as three blocks of large modern style 
houses set in open parkland coming down the 
steep hill to the stream and path. Parking spaces 
are provided at the top of the hill and there is only 
pedestrian access to the houses down the slope. 
Maturing trees and shrubs have grown up since the
1960s and have reduced the original open feel. 
Only the outer blocks of houses further up the 
slope have private back gardens.

The easternmost house with a large wooded 
garden visible over the low drystone wall bordering 
the path has recently got planning permission to 
subdivide the garden for an additional house. 
Vehicular access will be from The Slade which will 
cut a broad swathe through the tall beech/hazel 
hedge bordering The Slade.
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3. In the early 1960s, The Slade was widened and 
straightened as a by-pass to the town centre. The 
fast traffic is now problematic, in fact it was 
identified as a problem as early as 1974 in the 
Conservation Area report, and is a good illustration 
of how making roads wider and straighter 
encourages cars to drive faster. 

The stone boundary walls on the west side of The 
Slade is the original line of the old road which then 
curved over to the historic Sandford Slade 
buildings at the bottom of the dip by Willow Walk 
which form a very picturesque group of buildings.

This road has granite sett kerbstones which also 
feature along the roads of the 1970 housing 
estates such as Woodfield Drive . These are very 
distinctive but are difficult to maintain with the gaps
between them hosting wild flowers or “weeds”.

The houses built in the 1960s to the east of the 
road have the tall lime trees from the original field 
boundary at the ends of their short back gardens.

1881 OS map

1922 OS map overlay
 current satellite photo

4. The Sandford Slade footpath goes through a wooded area alongside the garden of Blenheim 
Farmhouse (it has in fact been informally rerouted around the garden for more than 30 years) 
before going through the field owned by Blenheim Farmhouse which has an electric fence 
alongside the path to contain a small flock of sheep.

5. On the north side of the valley adjoining this field, is the steep south-facing slope of the 
Gomm’s field which was identified by Bourdillon and Spicer as one of the few unimproved 
grassland sites in Charlbury, it has good flora including cowslips and a pond. 

The south side of the valley is a sloping arable field which is part of the Ditchley Estate, it is 
popular with crows burying caches of walnuts from the local trees.

Historically, the narrow closes along Sandford Slade provided pasture for dairy cows at 
Blenheim Farm and give a soft green edge to the town.
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6. The footpath then goes through Blenheim Farm Community Nature Reserve, which was given
to BBOWT 30 years ago when Blenheim Farmhouse was sold by Don & Pamela Porter. The 
entrance has been planted up with native shrubs so is a broad shady tunnel before the path 
emerges into grassland by Porters Pond, which was created as a lined rainfed pond about 
10 years ago. The pond is surrounded by a protective fence and hedge to discourage 
disturbance from dogs and has lots of breeding toads, palmate newts, and dragonflies. The 
reserve is used for education purposes, including annual pond dipping sessions. Lots of toads
used to migrate to breed in a garden pond along Pooles Lane; but so many toads were 
squashed by vehicles that a toad warning sign was erected. Squashed toads are no longer 
seen along Pooles Lane so maybe Porters Pond is now the main focus for toads in the area.

7. The nature reserve is managed by a local management committee to improve the flora and is 
now scythed twice a year by local volunteers. Local wildflower seeds are collected from 
places such as Wigwell and are scattered in bare patches of soil after scything is finished 
each year. The soil in this valley is very clayey so the restricted narrow parts of the path, for 
example by the entrances, get very muddy. Molehills appear every year alongside the path, 
the moles benefiting from the earthworms being disturbed by vibrations of the passers-by, the 
other benefit is that wildflower seeds are then sown in the soil from the molehills each year.

8. Among the trees planted by the previous owners are wild cherries at the western end and 
some large huntingdon elms planted at the eastern end. There are also several very old crab 
apples and a lot of elm regrowth from the historic elms that succumbed to dutch elm Disease 
in the 1970s and this provides essential larval food for white hairstreak butterflies. Within the 
past 30 years, the boundaries have been planted up with natives such as hazel, holly, 
whitebeam, guelder rose, field maple, buckthorn, hornbeam, spindle, hawthorn, and 
dogwood. Coppicing is regularly carried out to rejuvenate the shrubs and to encourage the 
ground flora. Butterflies include marbled whites, which also are seen in the adjoining 
Centenary Woodland, they pupate in long grass over winter and need such grass to be left 
uncut so they can develop to adults.

9. Along the southern side of the reserve is a steep bank, which is wooded, it is owned by the 
Ditchley Estate and leased to BBOWT as part of the reserve. 

10. At the eastern end there is a large badger set extending both sides of the boundary with 
Centenary Woodland. Beyond the reserve, there is a kissing gate entrance to the woodland 
from the footpath, which gets exceedingly muddy. Historically, this part of the valley was 
infilled with local town refuse and the soil now is very loose and thickly covered with tall 
nettles. Badgers have excavated an extensive series of tunnels and there are entrances even
in the middle of footpaths. Glass bottles are frequently found. Volunteers cut paths through 
the nettles, otherwise this entrance to the Centenary Woodland would be impenetrable during 
the summer.

11. There is an informal access point to the public footpath made by walkers coming down the 
edge of the field from the western corner of the Cockshute public footpath which from its 
elevated position provides fine views of Charlbury, the quarry and NW to the Evenlode valley.

12. The footpath continues alongside the security chain-link fence that bounds Centenary 
Woodland and there are several instances of trees having grown entirely through the chain-
link so the fence is now totally embedded within the trees. The southern side of the path 
alongside the agricultural field is bounded by a bank with large trees and a thick hedgerow 
which are maintained by the Cotswold Wardens. The path continues through Lank Yeat which
is a narrow field shown as rough grass on the 1881 map but which has grown thick with 
blackthorn suckers. The path reaches Quarry Lane at a junction with the public footpath 
coming down the hill from the eastern end of Cockshute Path.
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SPACES:  GAPS BETWEEN BUILT ELEMENTS – STREETS, GARDENS, ETC. 

Hints: Formal, building plots (size, building position, etc), means of enclosure, gaps, open, narrow, winding, straight, 
type of use, paving/surface materials, street furniture, usability, impact of traffic. 

 
Ditchley Road runs E from The Slade towards the former town 
quarry where it turns N and then NE towards open country 
leading to the Ditchley Park estate and the parish boundary.   
 
 
The entrance (W) section has the character of an avenue. Low 
stone walls form the plot boundaries on the N side (1), 
interrupted further E by the wide entrance to a modern housing 
estate, softened on either side by hedges and maturing 
vegetation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
To the S, planting and a tall boarded fence screen the corner 
house at the junction with The Slade (2), beyond which is a row 
of modern detached houses, closely-spaced but set well back 
in generous plots behind wide verges backed by substantial 
hedges (3).     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the point where the main Ditchley Road turns left, the hedge 
continues alongside the narrower Quarry Lane (4) which 
becomes gradually more rural with overhanging trees, natural 
vegetation and much ivy despite continuing modern houses, 
those further E on the Ticknell Piece estate enclosed by a 
chain-link fence. The tarmac surface gives way to an unmade 
footpath past the Town Quarry which once led to Woodstock.  
The former quarry entrance, now rather overgrown, is enclosed 
by stout metal fencing and a gate.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
1.  

 
2. 

 
3. 
 
 
 

 
4.  

 

Charlbury Character Assessment    Ditchley Road  

Survey by Juliet West 29 October and 9 November 2017; 10 January 2018  



 

 
 
 
Where the roads divide is a deep dell (5), once part of the town 
quarry, surrounded by woodland and containing a single 
residence called Bag End. An attractive terraced garden has 
been formed on the sides of the dell.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ditchley Road continues past unmanaged woodland on the 
right and modern housing to the left with gardens bounded by a 
low stone wall  
 
North side (travelling E) Beyond the corner where the road 
turns NE - Small Acres, a prominent stone house on a large 
plot enclosed by a stone wall with five barred gate (6).  
 
 
The tarmac road surface continues, marked by more patching 
and potholes as it reaches the edge of the settlement and 
becomes a rural lane.   
 
 
A new dry-stone wall, darker than the local Charlbury stone, 
fronts the 2016 Kearsey Court development which is set back 
from the road.  The sinuous tarmac road within the Close has 
concrete kerbs. The gardens are unenclosed on the N side 
creating a more open, spacious feel.  Stone walled gardens 
elsewhere. Brick paviour standings for cars. Woodland at E end 
is fenced with ranch fencing (7).   
 
 
 
Beyond the woodland, a tall modern stone wall encloses the 
principal house of Broadstone, a series of linked stone 
buildings recently developed into a large residence on the N 
side of the road to the E of Kearsey Court (8). Gravel entrance 
drive bounded by grass. Beside the lane, the associated land is 
enclosed by wattle fencing and a newly-planted yew hedge with 
further well-screened grass paddocks beyond.   
 
 
 
 
 
After Broadstone, a wide view of the countryside opens to the 
N, the foreground filled by large unfenced arable fields (9). 
Ambleside Farm, the final property on the N side of the road, 
stands isolated in a distinctive diagonally-set plot clearly 
identifiable on the 1761 Pride map. The remainder of this plot, 
severed by the road so to the S of it, is occupied by a bungalow 
well-screened by a stone wall topped by boarding and laurel 
hedge with a sizeable area of land. Stone gate-piers with ball 
finials and wrought iron gates. 

 

 
5.  
 
 

 
6.  

 
7.  

 
8.  

 9. 



 

 
 

BUILDINGS:  
Hints: Contribution of buildings to the space, size, scale, form (terraced, etc), frontage onto street, materials, windows, 
doors, condition, use, visible alterations. 
 
Ditchley Road N side walking from The Slade eastwards 
 
Distinctive terrace of 19C stone cottages increasing in size from 
one bay to 3 bay W-E. Two storeys with slate roof and brick 
chimneys. Mainly square sashed windows –small or four-paned 
with some unfortunate UPVC replacements. Added stone 
gabled porches. Set back from the road with attractive well- 
planted front gardens entered by gates through low dry-stone 
wall (10).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Beyond, two large modern detached houses in artificial stone 
with tile roofs set well back in leafy grounds (11). UPVC 
landscape windows. Porches.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chartwell Road housing estate – c1970s – large detached 
houses, some extended, of artificial stone with tiled roofs. 
White- painted landscape casement windows, bargeboards and 
timberwork. Cat-slide roofs much in evidence. Flat roofed 
porches on metal poles. Dormers.  
 
 
Small Acres – a prominent double-fronted 19C stone house 
facing the road in a slightly elevated position (12). Chimneys at 
the gables. Sash windows beneath stone arches. Symmetrical 
ground floor bay windows. Lower modern extension with glazing 
on N side.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
10. 
 
 

 
11. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12. 
 
 
 
 
 

SCORE: 

 

 
                                                                                                                      
South side (see Greenery and landscape features below 



 

 
Kearsey Court, on the site of 19C quarries and a Lime kiln. A 
2016 housing development of large detached houses arranged 
in a small close to N of the road and of a deliberately exclusive 
character (13, 14).  Large detached stone and rendered houses 
– some 11/2 storey – with artificial stone slate roofs and single 
squat stone chimneys. Grey metal windows under stone lintels. 
Timber/glass doors. Porches on wooden posts. Designed in the 
‘modern picturesque’ style deemed appropriate for the 
Cotswolds with interlocking roofs and prominent gables with air 
vents. Two extra-large houses at E end have metal and glass 
first-floor balconies (7). Some timber garages.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Broadstone a recently- restored and extended complex of stone 
buildings, incorporating a 19C farmhouse which has gable 
chimneys, tiled roof and modern casements under stone lintels 
(15). New partly- glazed links connect to a second house at the 
rear, an adjacent converted stone barn and a further, new, 
matching stone building to create a substantial residence. 
Outbuildings include large concrete open barn and single storey 
agricultural building.  
 
 
 
 
Ambleside Farm (16) a modern stone bungalow in a suburban 
style with conspicuous double garage, finished in render, set at 
right-angles. An enclosed and rather ramshackle area of barns, 
storage buildings and farm equipment lies beyond (17). 
(planning permission granted for new house and large barn on 
this site)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ditchley Road S side walking from the Slade eastwards  
 
On the corner a large detached 1960s house of ashlar with 
Tuscan columned porch and sash windows (18). Followed by a 
row of sizeable detached stone houses of similar date, 11/2- 2 
storeys, with white UPVC windows and double garages. The 
row continues into Quarry Lane.  
 
 
 

 

 
13. 

 
14.  

 
15. 

 
16. 

 
17. 

 
18.  



 

 
At the junction with Quarry Lane, Bag-End (19), a large stone 
house at the bottom of the dell, on the site of, and probably 
incorporating parts of, the row of quarryman’s cottages shown 
on the 1880 OS map. 4 bays with L shaped lower service range 
and modern conservatory. Pantile roof is attractive and very 
unusual for Charlbury. First floor has three-paned casements.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opposite Ambleside Farm, a 20C bungalow with small-paned 
timber casements.   

 

 
19.  
 
 
 
 

 

VIEWS:  
Hints: Within the space (long, short, intimate, glimpsed, channelled, wide), focal points, streetscape (how buildings and 
streets work together), roofscape, views out of the space (long/short distance, high level). 
 
Avenue vista eastwards along W section of Ditchley Road 
terminates in the woodland surrounding the old quarry 
signalling a more rural character beyond the edge of the 
town. The vista is nicely framed by two tall trees.  W view 
gives glimpse of Wychwood.  Wychwood House trees and 
former coach-house close the nearer W view.   
 
 
Wide view across open farmland to NE beyond 
Broadstone (20). Unfenced arable fields in the foreground 
with mixed woodland on the skyline.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
20. 
 

SCORE: 
 

 
 
 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: 

Hints: Contribution of trees and plants (colours, shade), hard/urban, private or public, water, changing levels 

 
1.Ditchley Road to junction with Quarry Lane walking 
from The Slade eastwards 
 
see Spaces and Buildings above.  
 
N side  
The stone walls and well-planted front gardens of the 19C 
terrace (21) make an important and attractive contribution 
to the character of the road near its entrance.  
 

  

 
21.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 
Beyond, two large front gardens with lawns, shrubs, 
hedges and mature trees give a leafy appearance and 
screen the entrance to the modern housing estates to the 
N (22).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Open gardens with grass and shrubs at the entrance to 
Chartwell Drive give this relatively modern estate a 
surprisingly mature character.    
 
 
 
S side  
Wide verges and high hedges emphasise the avenue 
character, with glimpses through wooden gates to front 
gardens and gravel drives beyond. Hedge line which 
continues into Quarry Lane may represent a former field 
boundary (23).   
 
 
 
At junction   Bag End   Dell-like terraced quarry garden 
(24). Planting to rear and side – conifers and deciduous - 
provides a backdrop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Ditchley Road beyond the junction with Quarry Lane 
walking E  
See Spaces and Buildings above  
 
E/S side  
Unmanaged woodland along E side of Ditchley Road 
shading into overgrown field with tangled mass of 
vegetation. Beyond are open pasture closes, running 
diagonally to the road with some evidence of former 
quarrying.  From this point, the road becomes more rural 
with sheep-grazing in the flat closes (25, 26). Trees line 
the road on both sides. Boundary hedges are gappy with 
small trees, much ivy along the lane and some metal 
fencing.  The line of trees along the S field boundaries 
marks the edge of the town quarry.  Occasional old stone 
gatepost.  
 
 
 
 

 
22.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
23. 
 

 
24. 

 
25. 

 
26. 



 

 
 
Bungalow opposite Ambleside Farm is screened by dense 
laurel hedge. Garden has ornamental planting and 
interesting trees at E end.   
 
N/W side  
 
Small Acres has a large rear garden of grass and trees 
lying parallel to the lane. The roofs of bungalows in Elm 
Crescent form the backdrop to the N.  
 
 
 
 
Kearsey Court gardens facing the Ditchley Road have 
pleached hornbeam trees or yews along the stone 
boundary wall (27) with large areas of grass behind. Within 
the estate, open lawn gardens on N side- some shingle 
gardens with bay trees- one with astro turf!  The estate 
benefits from a backdrop of mature trees with lots of ivy to 
the N and an area of retained woodland to the E near the 
entrance.  
 
 
 
 
 
An old iron gate to the lane E of the estate gave access to 
this now rather derelict woodland on the site of a former 
quarry (28).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A strong hedge-line, with trees, forms the E boundary of 
the Broadstone land where it meets the open farmland of 
the wide rolling plateau beyond (29). (See Spaces and 
Views above)     
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
27. 
 
 

 
28. 
 

 
29.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
A previously rural lane with isolated 19C buildings leading from the edge of the settlement 
towards Ditchley becoming more built-up and suburbanised from mid 20C including a very 
recent (2017) executive housing development. Evidence of its quarrying past remains and its 
surviving rural character becomes more pronounced as the density of development decreases 
and open country is reached.  
 

TOTAL: 
 

LIGHT/DARK: SHADING, TIME OF DAY/NIGHT 
 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

NOISE & SMELL: MAN MADE OR NATURAL 
 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 



Ditchley Road
From The Slade, Ditchley Road runs eastwards to the edge of Charlbury giving access to The Green
housing development then onwards through mainly open countryside to the Ditchley estate.  
Ditchley Road was also in the past the main access to the town quarry until it closed.

Within Charlbury, on the N side of Ditchley Road
is a terrace of charming stone cottages probably 
built as accommodation for workers in the glove 

industry. These cottages are set well back from 
the road with dry stone boundary walls and deep 
front gardens. Stone boundary walls are a 
recurrent feature in Charlbury and contribute 
much to its character.

Ditchley Road

On both sides of the road are more recent (1970s)
large detached houses set well back from the 

road, with grass verges and hedges forming the 
boundary. Features include artificial stone walls 
and plain tile roofs with flat dormers. Spacious 
feeling in road.

Ditchley Road

After the junction with Chartwell Drive the 
Ditchley Road forks – to the left on to Ditchley 

and to the right a bridle way gives access to the 
old town quarry and on to open country. Bag End 

at a lower level was probably connected to the 
quarry. The Quarry, which is now disused has 
been designated a Site of Special Scientific 

Interest (SSSI) because of interesting rock strata 
and is not accessible to the public. (Check quarry 

status in WODC Local Plan)
Ditchley Road



There are some large houses (1970s) and some 

older detached dwellings in large gardens Some 

of these houses have been sensitively enlarged.

Kearsey Court is a group of 10 houses completed

in 2017. The developer has provided a good dry 

stone wall at the boundary with Ditchley Road. A

single access road serves the group of houses so 

some of them have their backs to Ditchley Road. 

Kearsey Court

 Ambleside Farm on North side and the adjoining

agricultural storage plot both have planning 

consent for a new house and storage buildings.

Ambleside Farm

Ditchley Road becomes a country lane with open

fields and some woodland. Very rural feel with 

open views and no footpaths or kerbs.

Rural Ditchley Road



Chartwell Drive, The Green, Jeffersons Piece, Kendal Piece

This residential area accessed by road from Ditchley Road via Chartwell Drive was built mainly in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s.  It is understood that originally this estate was intended to have a 
central green space but due to various factors including financial difficulties, the “green” was filled 

with bungalows. There is a mixture of privately owned and public rented housing, but almost all of 
the original council housing is now in private ownership. It is apparent that the original concept for 
the landscaping was that the houses would have open plan front gardens with no fencing or 
demarcation. This idea has not been maintained though and property owners have personalised their
gardens in various ways. The western and some of the northern parts of The Green were built with 

their back gardens facing the road. The fronts of these houses were intended to face a road where 
the old line of The Slade used to be before the Tollgate House was built in about 1800 but now three
houses stand on the old road line leaving just a footpath.

There is a mixture of house types in this area. 
The character is unified by consistent use of 
artificial stone or stone coloured bricks and 
pitched roofs covered with either plain tiles or 
larger concrete slates. Some have “catslide” 

roofs over garages, with flat roofed dormers 

over to provide accommodation in the 
roofspaces.

General character

Unfortunately the builder has generally used 
white painted timber bargeboards to verges and 
this treatment is not common in this area of 

West Oxfordshire. 
Elm Crescent has a gentle curve and the houses 

are therefore in a staggered layout.

Elm Crescent

At the eastern end of Elm Crescent a dwelling 

was demolished and the site now has three large
detached dwellings built in stone with artificial 
stone roofs, gabled extensions and small gabled 

dormers in the roofs. A gated housing group.

New gated houses



Jeffersons Piece in the northwest of this estate 
was originally council housing but now those 
houses which have not been purchased are 
owned and managed by Cottesway Housing 

Association. The field behind Jeffersons Piece 
is under threat of development for housing, with
access proposed where the existing garages are. 
A planning application for 40+ houses is 
strongly opposed by local residents.

Approach to Charlbury from Enstone Road

The first charlbury building seen on the 
approach from Enstone Road is the converted 
barn between Enstone Road and Hundley Way 
know as Oxpens This traditional stone barn and 
its outbuildings is a solid looking structure with 

a stone external wall pierced by small windows 

with timber lintels. It is set back from the road 
and has a well tended grassed verge. This 
building is hugely important in setting the 

character of Charlbury.

Leaving Charlbury towards Enstone Road

Tollgate House is at the junction of The Slade, 
Enstone Road and Nineacres Lane. Built about 

1800 by the Turnpike Trust, it is a strong focal 
point on the right hand side on leaving 
Charlbury towards the Northeast.  Build as a 

purpose designed tollgate house, it has the 
traditional and functional faceted bay frontage, 

with stone walls, timber lintels and Stonesfield 
slate roof.  Other important buildings near this 
crossroads are the Victorian Hazeldine and 

Wychwood House. The line of The Slade was 
realigned when the Toll House was built and 

some more recent houses have been built on the 
old line of the road.

Tollgate house



 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

APPROACHES and OVERALL DESCRIPTION; SPACES 

For the purposes of this survey report, the eastern section of Hundley Way begins after the last 
modern property [described in the western Hundley Way report], that currently forms the 
outskirts of the north eastern built-up area of Charlbury. 
 
There is a large 2ha paddock plot that first borders this section of the Hundley Way to the 
south.  The majority of it was subject to an initial planning application [no. 17/02376] for 48 
houses in July 2017.  It is briefly visible from a large open steel gate before entering a densely 
hedged section of lane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After passing the gate you are immediately surrounded by an unspoilt avenue of native 
hedgerow.  It continues for approximately 165yds until the end of the aforementioned paddock, 
and forms an important green artery enjoyed by walkers and residents of all ages. The tall 
hedges that envelope the skyline, form an important part of the character of this section of 
Hundley Way. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hundley(Way(track(looking(towards(Hundley(Cottage. 
 
 
 
 
 
(

( 

SCORE: 
9 

 

CHARLBURY CHARACTER ASSESSMENT  
 
Hundley Way [Eastern Section]: A rural unsurfaced lane 
bordering Clarke’s Piece, a beautiful centuries old pasture.  
The track eventually changes to public footpath following the 
edge of arable farmland on the way to Ditchley. 

 



 

 

 

 
Hundley Way then passes two separate individual properties, each surrounded by their own 
large gardens, before arriving at open farmland.  At this point, the rural lane becomes a grass 
public footpath bordering farmland fields. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The(beginning(of(the(Hundley(Way(footpath(that(borders(a(large(tract(of(open(arable(farmland,(looking(towards(Ditchley.(
 
The footpath is defined by an old rural hedgerow to its northern flank, and a vast field of open 
modern intensive arable agriculture to the south. The ancient path is tucked into a grass verge 
just below the level of the field and this offers a natural separation to the vast expanse of 
farmed land.  Wooded plantations soften the horizon and occasional mature hedgerow trees 
enhance this footpath, before walkers eventually reach the important Salt Way track. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The(footpath(follows(the(hedgerow(within(a(sunken(grass(verge(beside(the(farmland.(
 
The walk is further enhanced by the stunning views across Clarke’s Bottom that borders the 
majority of the walk to its northern side.  Initially, only glimpses of this gentle valley can be seen 
through the dense hedgerow but along the farmed section, gaps in the hedgerow afford lovely 
views of this centuries old vista. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(

Clarke’s(Bottom,(viewed(from(the(Hundley(Way(footpath.(

 
 

BUILDINGS:  

This eastern section of Hundley Way currently features only two properties. 
 
The first is a substantial period house called Hundley Cottage. Maps from the 1870s show that 
this property probably had an association with the quarry that formed an important part of this 
plot.  There is a natural incline to the garden behind the house that has an open, almost 
parkland nature to its layout.  The lane is bordered by a beautiful Cotswold stone wall, topped 
with a clipped hedge and an avenue of trees.  This draws the eye to the front façade of this 
unspoilt stone house and enhances the rural nature of this part of the lane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hundley(Cottage,(Hundley(Way.(
 
Subsequent to this, the second house is a large modern property called Hundley House that 
has classically proportioned elevations and associated outbuildings.  There is a high yew 
hedge that provides a high degree of privacy before arriving at its gated entrance. 
 

SCORE: 
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It is blessed with stunning views of the surrounding countryside. 
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Hundley(House,(built(in(2004(to(a(period(design,(is(largely(hidden(from(view(behind(a(dense(yew(hedge.(
(

 

VIEWS:  
 
The views across open farmland from the Hundley Way footpath offer an uninterrupted rural 
landscape within a short distance of the town centre.  
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View(of(Clarke’s(Bottom(from(the(Hundley(Way(footpath,(when(looking(back(towards(Hundley(House. 
 
Since the 1950s, the large arable field has been made considerably larger by the removal of a 
number of hedgerows.  However, two new wood plantations have been planted which does 
break up this large expanse. 
 
The views back across Clarke’s Bottom are particularly special.  The edge of Wychwood 
Forest can be seen on the horizon. 
 

SCORE: 
9 

 



 

 

 
The first section of lane that borders the large paddock is also worthy of note.  It offers a rural 
oasis on the fringe of the town, and the hedgerows are an important wildlife haven.  The view 
through the tunnel of hedgerow trees is beautiful, especially in spring and autumn when the 
leaf colours are at their finest. 
 
The planning application for an estate of houses on the paddock suggested a pedestrian 
access point through this hedge to join Hundley Way.  A delicate approach regarding the 
impact on this unbroken avenue would be needed.  Careful consideration would also need to 
be given to the protection of this hedge so that it would not become subject to piecemeal 
degradation or removal in the future. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Children(enjoying(walking(the(dog(along(Hundley(Way,(surrounded(by(native(hedgerow. 
 
Similar care would also need to be adopted to minimise potential light pollution arising if the 
neighbouring development were to go ahead.  These small but important measures would help 
to ensure that this beautiful ancient lane and its rural ambience could continue to co-exist and 
be enjoyed by all in the future. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: LIGHT/DARK: NOISE/SMELL: 

There is no street lighting along this section of Hundley Way and this serves to preserve its 
rural nature.  The track is still in its original unsurfaced form and hedgerow and Cotswold stone 
walls form natural boundaries. 
 
Along the initial tall hedgerow section that borders the large paddock there is a Cotswold stone 
wall at the foot of the hedgerow.  It is often very overgrown with ivy and in sections the wall is 
now in a partly or very dilapidated state. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An(old(Cotswold(stone(wall(overgrown(with(ivy(along(the(southern(side(of(Hundley(Way.(
 
The tall natural hedgerows harbour an abundance of birds and large flocks of Long Tailed Tits 
and other Passerines can often be observed or heard singing overhead.  There is an 
abundance of rosehips, blackberries and other native species providing food to wildlife and 
foragers alike. 
 
Clarke’s Bottom is a large open pasture of unimproved grassland.  There are occasional 
feature mature trees that add to the splendour of this beautiful landscape.  Whilst now fewer in 
number, these trees are recorded on 19th C maps and add to the historical charm of this much 
loved space.  It would be wonderful to see a few new native trees replanted according to 
historical evidence, to protect and replenish this view for future generations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A(large(specimen(tree(defining(part(of(the(landscape(at(Clarke’s(Bottom.(
(
 

SCORE: 
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The land here is sometimes grazed by beautiful and very rare White Park Cattle, which adds to 
the plot’s appeal whilst carefully managing its natural flora. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rare(Native(Breed(White(Park(Cattle(grazing(on(Clarke’s(Piece.(
 
The footpath is quiet and road noise from the B4022 or Charlbury is distant and 
inconsequential. 
 
 

 
 
 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
A rural track and footpath steeped in historical interest and rural appeal with fine 
views across Clarke’s Bottom to the Cotswolds farmland beyond.  

TOTAL: 
9 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

APPROACHES and OVERALL DESCRIPTION; SPACES 

The entrance to Hundley Way is a T-junction with the main B4022 Banbury Hill Road.  It is the 
last residential road before leaving Charlbury towards Enstone and it is discreetly positioned 
behind high hedges, tall conifers and other deciduous trees.  There are original, well-
maintained Cotswold stone walls forming boundaries to both sides of the entrance, and the 
road immediately narrows to a single track lane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The$entrance$to$Hundley$Way,$visible$from$the$B4022$Banbury$Hill$Rd.$$A$parent$and$child$walk$home$from$school$in$the$lane.$
 

After 40yds, there is a footpath accessing The Green to the right hand side and a pavement 
that begins to run alongside Hundley Way behind a bordering Cotswold stone wall.  This 
pavement provides access to houses that are part of the estate called The Green.  There is no 
other pedestrian route, save for the very narrow green verges.  Pedestrians therefore share the 
road space with any traffic accessing the houses along this road. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$

This$pavement$accesses$houses$that$form$part$of$The$Green$estate.$$It$is$separated$from$Hundley$Way$by$a$Cotswold$stone$wall. 
 

SCORE: 
8 

 

CHARLBURY CHARACTER ASSESSMENT  
 
Hundley Way [Western Section]: A largely unsurfaced road 
running approximately north-eastwards from a T junction with 
the Banbury Hill Rd, before becoming a farm track towards the 
Ditchley Estate. 

 



 

 

 

 
The preliminary part of Hundley Way is often shaded by a tall hedge that forms the boundary to 
The Old Barn along its northern side.  The initial road surface changes from a tarmac surface 
to a natural rural track, reminding road-users of its ancient origins, even though it now suffers 
from numerous potholes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The$initial$tarmac$surface$soon$reverts$to$a$rural$unsurfaced$lane.$

 
The road soon starts to widen where it borders the green pastures of Clarke’s Bottom.  There 
is a small but charming natural green lane to the left that takes you back to the Banbury Hill 
Road.  This is bordered by a natural high hedge and offers a further reminder of the town’s 
rural heritage.  To its left were originally ox pens that have now been successfully converted 
into private residences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The$small$green$lane$that$connects$Hundley$Way$to$the$Banbury$Hill$Road.$
 
From here, the western half of Hundley Way is dominated by the open scenery to the north 
across Clarke’s Bottom.  The road is also temporarily wider, with space for some occasional 
parked cars or vans.  There are a few telegraph poles, one of which blights the outlook, where 
utilities have not been shared and the older pole has started to list. 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The$Hundley$Way$temporarily$widens$outside$Falcon$Villas. 

 

BUILDINGS:  

At the beginning of Hundley Way is a period house, marked on maps dating back to the 1870s 
but no doubt built before this time.  It has been sympathetically extended and forms an 
attractive entrance to the lane. 
 
Subsequent to this, the southern side of the western end of Hundley Way can be subdivided 
into four separate approximate periods of building. 
 
There are initially semi-detached and terraced houses that form part of the estate called The 
Green.  This estate is thought to have been built in the mid 1960s and the houses are of 
uniform appearance with neat porches and a rendered upper storey.  The front gardens have a 
mixture of fences and hedges that border the pavement. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Falcon$Villas,$next$to$The$Green$estate.$$Note$the$traditional$stile$in$the$Cotswold$stone$wall.$
$
$
 

SCORE: 
6 

 



 

 

 

This estate is then immediately juxtaposed with three large semi-detached stone houses called 
Falcon Villas that were built in 1926.  They were originally built for gloving workers by Messrs. 
Fownes of Worcester, which had opened their purpose-built gloving factory off the Ditchley 
Road. These have good size front gardens and all have Cotswold stone walls forming their 
road boundaries.  Various approaches have been adopted to extend these properties, some of 
which have been significantly enlarged.  Fenestration style also varies considerably. 
 
Next, there are two semi-detached properties, presumably built in the 1950s, which are 
completely rendered.  They are blessed with very large front gardens featuring nicely kept 
boundary hedges.  They are further set back from Hundley Way so that they only come into 
sight on closer approach, as the road gently bends to the right. 
 

Finally there are two large modern houses, built late 20thC, and significantly extended. 
 
 

 

VIEWS:  
The view across Clarke’s Bottom, to the Cotswolds beyond is both beautiful and noteworthy.  
Hundley Way enjoys a commanding view across this small valley where the B4022 meanders 
its way towards Banbury Hill Farm.  In the foreground there are the unspoilt pastures of 
Clarke’s Bottom and the open fields of the Wigwell Nature Reserve.  A much-loved bench 
offers residents and visitors the opportunity to survey this fine vista.  A low natural hedge forms 
the only boundary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
10 

 



 
 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: LIGHT/DARK: NOISE/SMELL: 

 
The original character of this part of the town is largely intact with predominantly natural 
boundaries of hedgerows and Cotswold stone walls.  The occasional street lighting does not 
spoil the lane’s rural setting and whilst the nearby B4022 can be heard, it does not overtly 
impact its ambience. 
 
The green lane to the Banbury Hill Road is a fine rural feature. 
 
The hedge that borders Clarke’s Bottom is in need of restoration in places.  Old maps indicate 
that there were once some fine trees that enhanced this hedgerow.  There is perhaps the 
opportunity to strategically replant one or two where they will not detract from householders’ 
views. 
 

SCORE: 
7 

 

 
 
 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
A charming historic way with fine views across Clarke’s Bottom that connects 
Charlbury to the Ditchley Estate farmland beyond.  

TOTAL: 
8 

 
 



Charlbury Character Assessment   Area 2E    

The Slade from Sandford Slade in the S to the Toll House on Enstone Road in the N   

Survey by Juliet West  13/10/17; 22/10/17; 29/10/17; 9/11/17; 19/11/17 

 

SPACES:  GAPS BETWEEN BUILT ELEMENTS – STREETS, GARDENS, ETC. 

Hints: Formal, building plots (size, building position, etc), means of enclosure, gaps, open, narrow, winding, 
straight, type of use, paving/surface materials, street furniture, usability, impact of traffic. 

 
The Slade acts as Charlbury’s by-pass for those travelling between Witney and Banbury. It was 
certainly in existence as a narrow lane by the mid 18C. Today it is a busy tarmac road with lots 
of traffic and some obtrusive road-markings.   
 
Generally, the prevalence of stone walls on both sides of the road along its length helps to tie a 
disparate street together. 

SCORE: 
 

1. Between Crawborough and the Sandford 
Slade to S.     
 
Pavements have grass verges, quite wide on 
W side giving a spacious feel.   
The footpath with old stone wall on its W side 
marks the position of the original narrow lane.  
  Road dips dramatically down to Sandford 
Slade and up again to S.   
 
Hill Close (separate sheet) and Tory Lane 
open from the main road to W and E.   
 
Houses on W side are well screened from 
road by walls and shrubs. 
 
Post war development on E side (1960s-70s?) 
– open aspect with front gardens and parking 
spaces.   
 
 
 
Tory Lane has evidence of a former gate at 
entrance. E end more secluded, entered 
through distinctive screen of trees including a 
fine tree adjacent to road.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
Between Tory Lane and Ticknell Lane – 
further modern detached houses set in good- 
sized plots with low stone walls and planting 
included a prominent Scots Pine at Ticknell 
House.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Widespread use of stone walls along The 
Slade recalls its past and helps to tie 
disparate styles of residential development 
together. 
 

Tory Lane looking E 

 
 
The Slade looking N near Ticknell House  
 
 
 



2. From Crawborough/Ticknell Lane N to 
Toll House on Enstone Road  
 
E side walking N 
 
Ticknell Lane – tarmac at entrance reverting 
to hoggin further E as the lane becomes more 
rural in feel. Mainly stone boundary walls. 
High boarded fence on N side to rear of 
Ticknell Piece is a negative feature. Large 
plots to S with generous front gardens. The 
lane does a right-angled bend to the S giving 
access to further modern houses – mainly the 
backs of those those in Tory Lane to the S.    
 
 
 
A large green space with trees including two 
old walnuts and one younger tree at entrance 
to Ticknell Piece estate offers a refreshing 
incident in the Slade streetscape. Large 
detached houses beyond to N have good-
sized plots, well-screened by trees, stone 
walls and hedges from road. Five barred gate 
to Highfield House gives rural feel.  
 
 
 
 
 
N of Ditchley Road, the road becomes 
narrower and bends to the W.  Most plot 
boundaries are formed by stone walls of 
varying heights. Cheval Cottage has tall iron 
railings. Recent infill detached houses and 
bungalows sit behind the Toll House in 
closely- packed plots  reflecting the former 
road alignment before the 1800 turnpiking 
altered the layout of the Enstone Road 
junction. A narrow footpath between fences 
separates this development from The Green.      
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
Ticknell Lane  
 
 

 
Entrance to Ticknell Piece 
 

 
N of Ditchley Rd  

 



 
 
 
 

W side walking N  
 
Parallel to road is a fine stone wall with 
clipped evergreen capping enclosing mature 
garden to rear (N) of Crawborough.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Kingham House - set back from road behind 
more formal stone wall with gate piers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wychwood Close – forms wide opening in 
streetscape, the curved stone walls at the 
entrance offering little screening from the 
Slade. – see separate sheet for details of 
Close.   
 
 
 
At N end, the main road becomes narrower 
and more winding as it approaches older, 
more mature settlement. Routes here were 
altered as part of c1800 turnpiking. Glimpses 
of Wychwood House in its large mature 
garden with extensive planting and tall trees 
can be obtained from the Slade when gates 
are open. Its former stables, now a separate 
property, sit beside the road, presenting a 
blind stone wall to the outside world. From 
here to the corner with Enstone Road, the 
mature planting surrounding Wychwood 
House forms a dense screen along the 
roadside and the pavement disappears.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Kingham House  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



BUILDINGS:  
Hints: Contribution of buildings to the space, size, scale, form (terraced, etc), frontage onto street, materials, 
windows, doors, condition, use, visible alterations. 
 
1. Between Crawborough and Sandford 
Slade  
 
W side walking S from Crawborough  
 
Late 19C Audley House – substantial 
detached stone house. Picturesque silhouette 
with tall chimneys – Arts and Crafts influence. 
Outbuildings and mature garden/drive with 
stone gate piers.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ashmead Cottage – substantial detached 
modern house set back from road up steps 
and largely invisible apart from prominent 
garages.  
 

 
 

 
Audley House  
 
 
 

 

Laburnums (formerly Rose Cottage) – stone 
cottage with 1842 date stone set gable-end to 
footpath with modern extension in 
stone/artificial stone. In an elevated position 
overlooking the Slade.   
 

 
E side walking N from Sandford Slade  
 
Blenheim farmhouse (18C) and cottage – 
Three-storey stone building with stone 
chimneys and square leaded casements. 
Cluster of mossy, mainly slate roofs – one of 
thatch - huddled together at the bottom of the 
dip denotes an enclave of older buildings. 
Stone thatched cottage is probably 17C or 
earlier and Charlbury’s only surviving 
thatched building.    

 
 

   
 



Single row of 1960s houses – carefully 
stepped down the steep slope giving a 
striking effect. Artificial stone. Large windows 
and dormers with lots of white painted timber. 
Tall chimneys. Uniformity of architectural 
design marred by subsequent individual 
alterations.  
 

 
Slade/Tory Lane   A group of modern, mainly detached, stone houses of various designs –
similar to Ticknell Piece to N.  Inner E section: 21/2 storeys with gables, dormers and slate roofs. 
Casement windows. Integral garages. Wisteria House, an attractive double-fronted house near 
the entrance, has 2008 date stone. Brick external chimney stack.  Small open front gardens, 
one with high wall. Old gate piers and wall at E end may be remnants of an earlier house.  
New bungalow to E with access off Ticknell Piece in progress – well-screened.   
Moredays/Stonebury House nr entrance to lane - semi d 11/2 storeys with gables to lane. Stone 
with tiled roof.     
To the N, two sizeable modern detached stone houses including Ticknell House with gables, 
dormers and casements 
 
Ticknell Lane has further individual modern detached houses on S side including the recently 
remodelled Woodlands (render, timber boarding and grey window frames) and Turret House 
sporting a French-style circular turret containing stepped windows.    
 
 
2. Between Crawborough/Ticknell Lane 
and  the Toll House on Enstone Road  
 
E side walking N  
 
Beyond Ticknell Piece (see separate sheet) is 
Highfield House, a mid 19C two-storey stone 
villa with slate roof, distinctive chimney pots 
and decorative scalloped bargeboards on its 
N gable. Set back from road and scarcely 
visible behind thick planting. Modern detached 
house up lane at side.   
Old Stones 60 The Slade – a modern 
detached stone house with lots of gablets and 
a timber gabled porch. Timber lintels with 
chamfer. UPV casements. Screened by thick 
hedge from road.  

 
 

 
Highfield House  

 
N of Ditchley Road, the former Youth Hostel, a 
stone double-fronted 19C house with slate 
roof and ground floor bay windows. Four-
paned sashes. Modern roof dormers. To the 
rear – not visible from the road is a former 
glove factory of c 1900   
Beyond to N, Cheval Cottage, stone with 
gable to the road and timber lintels. Extends 
back from the road with few openings in its 
long S elevation. Between it and the Toll 

 
 
Stone cottage N of former Youth Hostel  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

House, two large modern detached houses 
set back and well-hidden by planting.  

 

The Toll House, one of Charlbury’s most 
attractive and distinctive buildings, arrived with 
the turnpiking of the road to Banbury in 1800 
and controlled a gate across the road. It is a 
small stone building of c1800 with canted front 
elevation, more than doubled in size during 
the 19C. Recent first floor extension to rear. 
Modern timber four-paned sashes under 
timber lintels. Stone slate roof with ridge 
cresting and tall brick chimney.      
  

 
Behind the Toll House, a modern infill 
development of 11/2 and 2 storey artificial 
stone houses. Gabled dormers and tiled roofs.  

 
W side walking N 
 
A series of detached stone houses in spaced- 
out plots:   
 
Kingham House – a modern classical pastiche 
with columned portico curiously infilled with 
rubble stone walling. Otherwise of ashlar – 
rare in Charlbury. Shallow hipped roof – no 
chimneys.  Sits behind high stone wall with 
gate-piers. Wide tarmac drive to adjacent 
garages.   
 
Wychwood Close – a cul de sac of detached 
houses in artificial stone with tile roofs. (see 
separate sheet)  
 
Wychwood House Old Stables – stone with 
slate roof – blind wall along street line.   
 
 
Generally, older houses become more 
numerous towards the N end of the Slade 
 

 

 
Kingham House  

 
Wychwood House Old Stables  



 
 
 

 
 

VIEWS:  
Hints: Within the space (long, short, intimate, glimpsed, channelled, wide), focal points, streetscape (how buildings 
and streets work together), roofscape, views out of the space (long/short distance, high level). 
 
South from Crawborough   
Dramatic view of road dipping steeply down to Sandford Slade and 
rising again beyond to S.  Sandford House and its outbuildings set 
among mature trees on its mount with the huddled cluster of roofs of 
Blenheim farm and adjoining buildings in the foreground forms a 
picturesque focal feature in the view to the SE.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attractive and leafy narrow view down Willow Lane on W side of The 
Slade.  
 

 

 
 
 

 

SCORE: 
 

 
From Tory Lane (off Slade to E)  
On the edge of the settlement. Glimpse of open fields and valley to S 
from first gate.  
Attractive semi-ornamental 19C planting associated with Sandford Mt 
which forms a picturesque cluster with adjacent buildings. 
 
 
 
 
 
From gateway beyond hedge, fine view of open country to S over 
Sandford Slade valley, Blenheim nature reserve and Sandford Mount.  
Rural feel. Farming equipment scattered in field in foreground is a 
negative feature! 

 
View S from first gate 
 

Further gate 



N from Crawborough  
Streetscape is disparate on both sides – developed piecemeal with a 
mixture of older and modern houses.  
 
Approaching the N end of The Slade, the character ahead feels more 
mature with older buildings and planting. The road itself becomes 
narrower and bends to approach the crossroads. Glimpses of 
Wychwood House with fine mature planting providing a backdrop can 
be obtained.  .  
  

N end of Slade  
 
 
At the junction with Enstone Road – magnificent view of Evenlode 
valley to NW over Nine Acres playing field and Lane.  Fine trees in 
foreground, wooded in the mid distance and a patchwork of fields on 
the valley sides beyond.  Wonderful wide sky!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
View from Enstone Road 
junction  



 
 
GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: 

Hints: Contribution of trees and plants (colours, shade), hard/urban, private or public, water, changing levels 
 
Crawborough to Sandford Slade  
Wide green verge on W side of road with tree – 
provides a welcome oasis beside a busy road. 
Gardens on W side give mature planting backed by 
tall trees.  Dense hedge at bottom of dip W side 
screens Sandford Park from road.  
 
 
 
 
 
Uniform screen of very tall lime trees behind 60s 
houses on E side is an unforgettably dramatic 
feature.  
 
 
Tory Lane on E side: the fine screen of trees at 
entrance gives secluded feel. Thick hedge to S. 
Small gardens. Planting to E (see also Views above).   
 
Generally, gardens provide welcome greenery, 
shrubs and trees, with denser, more mature planting 
to W.  

 

 
Sandford Slade  

 
E side of Slade looking N – screen of trees  
 

SCORE: 
 
 

 
Crawborough/Ticknell Lane N to Ditchley Road  
 
E side  
 
A fine conifer in the garden of Ticknell House 
terminates the vista E up Crawborough.  
 
Ticknell Lane  
Despite the presence of modern housing all round, 
including the Ticknell Piece estate to N, the lane 
retains rural remnants- hedgerow trees, tangled 
vegetation and much ivy. A large horse-chestnut is 
prominent at its SE end.   
 
A tall roadside border of attractive mixed shrub and 
tree planting extends between Ticknell Lane and 
Ticknell Piece. (WODC are responsible for its 
maintenance which is currently undertaken by a 
neighbouring owner).  
 
Ticknell Piece provides an attractive green space 
with trees.  
 
 
 
Houses to N are set back and well screened with 
high hedges, trees and shrubs as far as the Ditchley 
Road.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Entrance to Ticknell Piece  

 



 
 

LIGHT/DARK: SHADING, TIME OF DAY/NIGHT 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

NOISE & SMELL: MAN MADE OR NATURAL  
    
Constant traffic noise along main Slade road.  

SCORE: 

 

 

 
 
 
Beyond Ditchley Road, the more recent houses are 
densely screened from the road by planting. Some 
have gravel drives. The older buildings are more 
visible.  
 
The mature trees of Hazeldene House – beeches 
and Scots Pine – provide an attractive backdrop N of 
the Toll House.  
 
W side   
 
More open: garden and then more visible buildings – 
some planting (see Spaces above).   
 
The garden of Wychwood House at the N end 
provides a fine backdrop of mature planting/trees.  
 

 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
 
A busy main road that forms a by-pass to Charlbury with a dramatic topography, and a variety of different 
dates and styles of residential housing. A background of tall trees on both sides, grass verges and pleasant 
garden planting helps to relieve the lack of tranquillity. Stone walls recall its past and reinforce its continuing 
local character.  
Closes off provide more tranquil, secluded enclaves- with some good views of open-country beyond the 
edge of the settlement.  

TOTAL: 
 



Charlbury)Character)Assessment)AREA)2E))))Ticknell)Piece)Road)))
)
Survey)by)Juliet)West)22/10/17)))))))Cloudy,)chilly)with)showers)and)brighter)intervals.))
)

SPACES:  GAPS BETWEEN BUILT ELEMENTS – STREETS, GARDENS, ETC. 

Hints: Formal, building plots (size, building position, etc), means of enclosure, gaps, open, narrow, winding, 
straight, type of use, paving/surface materials, street furniture, usability, impact of traffic. 

1990s housing estate designed to have 
a picturesque village-like feel. Sinuous 
road of tarmac with concrete kerbs with 
a series of green spaces and small 
closes opening off it, enclosed by   
clusters of houses. Areas of communal 
planting. Plots set fairly close – some 
joined by garages. Narrow public paths 
run between some areas.  
  

 

W zone (market housing) – largely 
open-planned without walls or fences to 
modest front gardens. Stone walls 
shield rear gardens. Gardens –grass, 
shrubs/trees – some gravel.  
Lots of parked cars.  
Bowls Club car-park – shabby surface 
with metal barrier and low rails. Hedge 
encloses bowling green. View towards 
open country to S. 

Middle zone (social housing) – stone walls to 
generally larger front gardens. More hard 
landscaping. Parking and turning spaces of artificial 
brick paviours. Bands of granite sets across the road 
to slow traffic.   
 
E end of TP Road – houses again grouped round a 
green with playground to S.  Some plots on street 
frontage. Smaller front gardens. Brick paviour street 
surface is visually continuous with tarmac 
pavements.   
  
 

SCORE: 
 

 

BUILDINGS:  

Hints: Contribution of buildings to the space, size, scale, form (terraced, etc), frontage onto street, materials, 
windows, doors, condition, use, visible alterations. 
A 1990s residential development – see above. Houses appear to form three groups:  
 
W zone (market housing) – detached or semi d of artificial stone with tiled roofs. Designs are 
variations on a theme. Prominent gables with air vent feature. A few external chimneys. – 
Generously-sized casement windows with stone lintels. Some bay windows. Doors panelled 
but considerable personalisation has taken place.  Porches – some rendered.  Some houses 
have garages, some paired garages connect houses. Some with parking spaces.  
Some personalisation has occurred – in doors, some windows, extensions/garage conversions 
etc.  
 
Middle zone (social housing) – plainer stone houses without gables. No chimneys. Smaller 
windows. Gabled porches. No garages.  
 
E zone - semi-ds with detailing more appropriate to local Charlbury vernacular: straight eaves, 
roof dormers, timber lintels, brick chimneys etc. Front doors are six panelled with flat timber 
canopies supported on brackets. Some directly on street frontage. Others with small front 
gardens with walls/railings. Pairs of houses linked by car –ports with pitched tile roofs 
supported on timber posts with struts.  

SCORE: 
 

 



Charlbury)Character)Assessment)AREA)2E))))Ticknell)Piece)Road)))
)
Survey)by)Juliet)West)22/10/17)))))))Cloudy,)chilly)with)showers)and)brighter)intervals.))
)

VIEWS:  
Hints: Within the space (long, short, intimate, glimpsed, channelled, wide), focal points, streetscape (how 
buildings and streets work together), roofscape, views out of the space (long/short distance, high level). 

Street scape throughout W zone – designed to be picturesque and informal. Attractive 
glimpses into smaller closes and groups of houses. The estate as a whole is fairly self-
contained but with views toward open country to S from Bowls car-park and particularly from E 
green and children’s playground.  Glimpses of Wychwood near estate entrance walking W.  
 

SCORE: 
 

 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: 

Hints: Contribution of trees and plants (colours, shade), hard/urban, private or public, water, changing levels 
 
Green spaces, trees, communal 
planting and front gardens all contribute 
significantly to the character of the 
estate – giving it a ‘gardenesque’ quality 
particularly in its W area.   
 
Attractive grassed area at the entrance 
from the Slade with two fine old walnut 
trees and one more recently planted is 
maintained by WODC and is rich in wild 
flowers.    
 
 

 

 

SCORE: 
positive 

 

LIGHT/DARK: SHADING, TIME OF DAY/NIGHT 

 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

NOISE & SMELL: MAN MADE OR NATURAL 

 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

 
)

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
A fairly standard residential estate of its time in this area with an unavoidable suburban feel.  
However, an effort is made to provide interest and incident in its layout and to fit in with the 
locality in the use of stone. The design of the houses in the E part has the closest affinity with 
historic Charlbury. The green spaces and planting contribute positively to the streetscape and 
break up the housing density successfully.   
Car-parking is a negative feature.     

TOTAL: 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 

 

SPACES:  GAPS BETWEEN BUILT ELEMENTS – STREETS, GARDENS, ETC. 

Hints: Formal, building plots (size, building position, etc), means of enclosure, gaps, open, narrow, winding, 
straight, type of use, paving/surface materials, street furniture, usability, impact of traffic. 

Wide visibility splays with curved stone 
walls at entrance to Close from The 
Slade. Small cul de sac which curves to 
S. Tarmac road surface and pavements 
with granite kerbs.   
In the older N part, the plots are distinct, 
containing detached houses set back 
from the road with stone-walled front 
gardens.  
Newer development at S end feels like a 
separate enclave.  The houses, divided 
by close boarded fences, surround a 
shared space paved with brick 
throughout, with only small planted 
borders in front of each house.   

SCORE: 
 

 

BUILDINGS:  

Hints: Contribution of buildings to the space, size, scale, form (terraced, etc), frontage onto street, materials, 
windows, doors, condition, use, visible alterations. 
 
1. At N end, a small estate of 1970s detached houses in artificial stone with tile roofs and 
single chimney. Most have ridges parallel to front elevation; two are set gable end to street 
because of plot layout. The elevations are plain – straight eaves with no gables or dormers. 
Arched stone lintels. Landscape casement windows, mainly UPVC, of various designs, the 
result of subsequent personalisation. Double-garages have flat roofs except where altered.  
 
2. 2007 addition to S – four large detached stone houses set close together and of similar 
character. Greater proportion of wall to window than the earlier houses. Artificial stone tiled 
roofs, no chimneys, timber gabled porches on stone piers and double garages, some of 
detached pyramidal design.      

SCORE: 
 

 

VIEWS:  
Hints: Within the space (long, short, intimate, glimpsed, channelled, wide), focal points, streetscape (how 
buildings and streets work together), roofscape, views out of the space (long/short distance, high level). 
 
Mature trees of Wychwood House to N provide backdrop to estate looking N.  
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: 

Hints: Contribution of trees and plants (colours, shade), hard/urban, private or public, water, changing levels 
 
N end - gardens provide standard suburban grass, shrubs and borders with some trees. 
Mature trees at entrance from Slade are a significant positive feature.  
 
S enclave is dominated by hard landscape with planted beds. Some mature trees provide a 
backdrop to the houses to the south.   
 

SCORE: 
 

 

OXFORD CHARACTER ASSESSMENT TOOLKIT (SHORTHAND) 
 
Charlbury)Character)Assessment))AREA)2E)))Wychwood)Close))
)
Surveyed)by)Juliet)West))))22)October)and)9)November)2017))



 

LIGHT/DARK: SHADING, TIME OF DAY/NIGHT 

 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

NOISE & SMELL: MAN MADE OR NATURAL 

 
Some traffic noise from The Slade.  
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
A fairly standard late 20C suburban close with interesting contrasts between the two periods of 
development. The 2007 extension has a very different character and feels like a separate 
enclave. Parked cars are rather dominant, particularly in the newer part.   
 
 

TOTAL: 
 

 



 

1 
 

Charlbury Character Assessment    AREA 2E   Crawborough     
 
    
 

SURVEY DETAILS          JULIET WEST  
STREET/BUILDING/ 
AREA NAME 

 
Crawborough  

DATE 13 October and 9 November 2017    
TIME Mid afternoon  
WEATHER 13/10 Sunny intervals, dry;  9/11 Dull   



 

2 
 

1: INITIAL REACTION:  What do you first see as making the most important contribution to the character of 
the area? Is the area’s character defined by the public or private spaces, groups of buildings or particular views, 
the presence of particular materials or its trees and greenery?  Do these reflect particular aspects of the area’s 
history?  Are less tangible features, such as the activity, noises and smells of the area significant?  Please 
provide a few brief reasons for your choices. 
FEATURE
  
 

COMMENTS VALUE  
-5 TO +5 

SPACES 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Straight road leading gently 
uphill, framed by hedges and 
greenery as viewed from W end.  
 
Telegraph poles/wires  very 
prominent  
 
Varied enclosure of gardens – 
stone and brick walls, fences, 
hedges and railings.  
 
Front gardens smaller on N 
side. Some car-parking in front 
of houses. 

 

BUILDINGS 
 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Eclectic mixture of house types, 
styles, dates and materials. 
Unplanned appearance.  
 
North side older than south side. 
N side from 1890s with later infill  
 
 
 
 
 
South – post World War 2 – 
some quite recent  More 
bungalows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School in slight hollow at E end 
on S side  
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VIEWS 
 
 

 

Fine view from upper end of 
street westwards to Wychwood 
forest.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LIGHT/DARK 
 
 

  

SURFACES 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Rough unmade road with areas 
of tarmac  
 
 
 
Surfaced road at E end near 
School  

 

GREENERY 
& 
LANDSCAPE 
 

  
 

Hedges are quite prominent in 
long views up street  
 
More mature planting and trees 
at E end.  
 
Attractive tree –planting around 
school  

 

USES AND 
ACTIVITY 
 

Residential apart from the School   

NOISES AND 
SMELLS 
 

More noise when school out or at playtime.  
 
 
 

 

GENERAL 
COMMENTS 
 

 
A distinctive Charlbury street with plenty of character.  
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2: SPACES: A ‘space’ is normally the gap between buildings and other features. They may be 
formally designed or develop informally over time.  They may be enclosed by surrounding buildings, 
trees and foliage, have structure created by the alignment and spacing of surrounding buildings or 
property boundaries, and be narrow or wide and open.  The character of areas can depend on their 
uses and vibrancy, as well as the choice of paving, kerbs, seating, telephone or post boxes or the 
presence of formal planting or other greenery. 
FEATURE COMMENTS VALUE  

-5 TO +5 

FORMAL / INFORMAL 
SPACES 

School is set in informal grounds with attractive trees at E 
end of street.  

 

GAPS BETWEEN 
BUILDINGS  

Older buildings on N side have narrow entries between plots  
Later buildings including infill houses have wider plots 
 
A narrow path between plots halfway up on the N side gives 
access to Wychwood Paddocks.  

 

MEANS OF ENCLOSURE Very varied: Stone or brick walls, hedges, fences, railings.  

BUILDING PLOTS 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Mainly terraces or semi-
detached on N side with 
small enclosed front 
gardens 
 
Bungalows in spacious  
plots at W end on N side.   
 
 
 
Larger plots on S side with 
more informal gardens. 

 

WIDE/OPEN SPACES    

NARROW / ENCLOSED 
SPACES 

School grounds - trees/grass surrounded by railings   

WINDING / STRAIGHT 
SPACES 

Street is dead straight rising gently uphill from W to E  
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE 
SPACE TO BUILDINGS 
AND STRUCTURES 

  

USES AND ACTIVITY Residential   Primary school at E end at SE corner.  

PAVING MATERIALS No pavements except at E end in front of School.   

STREET FURNITURE Telegraph poles with cables are very prominent and make a 
significant contribution to its character.  

 

IMPACT OF VEHICLES 
AND TRAFFIC 

A number of parked cars including some in front gardens on 
N side.  

 

USABILITY AND 
ACCESSIBILITY OF THE 
SPACE 

Used for residential traffic.  Road is accessible but 
challenging because of unmade surface.  
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3.0 BUILDINGS: Do buildings make an important contribution to the character of the area and if so 
what features are significant to their contribution? Do buildings reflect an important period in the area’s 
history and is this reflected in their past or current use? Do buildings share a uniform scale and size, 
or is there a high degree of variation that is visually attractive? Are the buildings very old or do they 
form a single development with shared or similar architectural detailing?  Do styles of windows, doors 
or other features add to the visual interest of the buildings, reflect their origins and use, or form part of 
a designed scheme?  What condition are the buildings in? Have changes increased or reduced their 
interest, or have they lost important features? 
FEATURE 
 

COMMENTS VALUE  
-5 TO +5 

CONTRIBUTION OF 
BUILDINGS TO THE 
SPACE 

Buildings with gardens or hard-standing line both sides of the 
street.  
 
Highly eclectic mixture of building types, sizes and materials.  
 
School, in a natural dip, makes a distinctive contribution to top 
(E) of street  
 
Small ivy-clad hut at W end – apparently associated with 
former World War Two gun emplacement.  

 

SIZE/SCALE A mixture of bungalows and 1 1/2 storeys; small terraces, semi-
detached and larger detached.   
 
Terraces on N side are set higher and dominate the street.  
 
School is single storey and sits well on its slightly sunken site.  

 

AGE N side Small terraces from 1890s through interwar and with 
some post war infill. Some terraces have date stones.  
 
S side All post war – generally single storey at W end with 
larger modern houses towards E end.  New (2017) two storey 
house at entrance to street from W end.   
 

 

MATERIALS Varied – brick, stone, render, pebbledash.  
 
 

 

WINDOWS Varied – sashes, casements. Some UPVC  
 
Older buildings often have bay windows.  
 

 

DOORS  
 
 

 

ROOFS / CHIMNEYS / 
GABLES 

Mainly Welsh slate. Some tile on more recent or remodelled 
buildings.  

 

USES (PAST AND 
PRESENT) 

Residential except school  
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CAN YOU TELL IF A 
BUILDING HAS BEEN 
ALTERED? 

Some interwar bungalows have received extensive recent 
makeovers and/or been extended.  Addition of mainly rear 
extensions to older buildings.  

 

CONDITION  
Mainly good.  
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4.0 VIEWS: Are there views of interest and distinction? Is a view well known because of a historical 
event, painting, prose or poetry, or is it popular with local residents as a part of a public place? Are 
views glimpsed through gaps between buildings, channelled by lines of trees or buildings, or open and 
expansive? Does the shape of a street create a series of views, or is a single viewing point particularly 
important?  What features of the view contribute to its interest?  Does a landmark, such as a building or 
group of trees, form a focal point? Does the view include an attractive frontage or roofscape? Is the 
view urban or rural in character? Do background features like the city’s rural setting contribute to the 
view’s attractiveness? 
FEATURE 
 

COMMENTS VALUE  
-5 TO +5 

HISTORIC / POPULAR 
VIEWS 

 
 
 
 

 

FORM OF VIEW: 
SHORT OR LONG,   
UNFOLDING, 
GLIMPSED, CHANNELLED 
OR WIDE AND OPEN 

View to E is channelled up 
the street.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
View from E to W gives wider 
prospect towards Wychwood 
and open country from 
elevated position.  
Wonderful sunsets! 

  
 
Looking E  
 

 
 
Looking W  

 

FOCAL POINTS  
 
 
 

 

STREETSCAPE  
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ROOFSCAPE  
 

 

URBAN/RURAL VIEWS  
Rural view over town from E to W to Wychwood on skyline. 
 

 

VIEWS OUT OF THE 
SPACE 

 
See above  
 
 

 

5.0 LANDSCAPE: What landscape features contribute to the area’s character and how do they 
affect it?  Do hedgerows or grass verges create a rural feel or do street trees provide a leafy suburban 
character.  What hard surfaces are present, are they attractively designed or do they use materials 
that are out of keeping with the area? Does their maintenance affect their contribution?  Is a river of 
canal a significant feature in the area?  Does it have scenic or wildlife value? 
FEATURE 
 

COMMENTS VALUE  
-5 TO +5 

LEAFY AND/OR GREEN 
IMAGE 

More leafy/green towards E end.  Planting more mature.   

HARD URBAN 
LANDSCAPE 

A few gardens converted to hard standing – used for car-
parking  

 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE 
GREENERY  

Hedges, shrubs and grass in gardens. More mature trees at E 
end and in school grounds.  
 
School has attractive backdrop of tall mature trees to South (in 
adjacent gardens of Hill Close).  

 

DOES WATER FORM A 
KEY FEATURE OF THE 
AREA 

  

TOPOGRAPHY  Gently rising slope giving wide views to W from top (E).   
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6.0 AMBIENCE: Many less tangible features, such as activity, changes in light during the day, 
shadows and reflections affect reaction to an area.  How does the area change between day and 
night?  Do dark corners or alleyways feel unsafe at night time? What smells and noises are you aware 
of and is the area busy or tranquil? What affect, if any, does vehicle traffic have on character? 

 COMMENTS VALUE  

-5 TO +5 

ACTIVITIES Very busy when schoolchildren come out in the afternoon. 
Probably in morning too.  

 

LEVEL OF ACTIVITY   

TRAFFIC   

DARK, SHADY, LIGHT, 
AIRY 

  

DAY AND NIGHT   

SMELLS    

NOISES School playtimes.   
 
Traffic on the Slade at E end.  

 

 
7.0: FINAL REACTION: Take a moment to consider the notes and scores that you made, in your 
initial reactions survey sheet and the subsequent pages.  Are there any features that you would now rate 
as having a greater positive or negative value, or are there particular aspects of these features that you 
would highlight as having a high significance to the character of the area? Try ranking the features in order 
of their relative importance in forming the area’s character and appearance. 
RANK IN ORDER OF CONTRIBUTION BETWEEN 1 (HIGH) AND 9 (LOW) 
FEATURE EXAMPLE YOUR HIERARCHY 

BUILDINGS 1 1 

SPACES 5 4 

LONG/SHORT VIEWS 2 3 

LIGHT/DARK 4 7 

SURFACES 3 2 

GREENERY & LANDSCAPE 
FEATURES 

6 5 

NOISE, SMELL AND TRAFFIC 7 6 
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8.0 SPIRIT OF PLACE:  Having undertaken the survey and scoring now try to sum up the 
character of the area in a few brief sentences, picking out the most significant positive and 
negative features of its character and appearance. 

 
Derives its distinctive character from its eclectic unplanned appearance, mixture of building ages and 
styles and its rough and unmade street lined with prominent telegraph poles and wires. Its fine 
elevated view of Wychwood to the West is a significant positive feature. The school is well-designed 
with good landscaping and fits its location well. The tarmac patches in the hoggin road surface are a 
negative feature.   
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SPACES:  GAPS BETWEEN BUILT ELEMENTS – STREETS, GARDENS, ETC. 

Hints: Formal, building plots (size, building position, etc), means of enclosure, gaps, open, narrow, winding, 
straight, type of use, paving/surface materials, street furniture, usability, impact of traffic. 

Small 1970s close of connected houses 
on a steeply sloping site set in a curved 
arrangement around a central bed of 
planting.  Unenclosed front gardens.  
Road – tarmac with small granite 
kerbstone blocks.   

 

SCORE: 
 

 

BUILDINGS:  
Hints: Contribution of buildings to the space, size, scale, form (terraced, etc), frontage onto street, materials, 
windows, doors, condition, use, visible alterations. 
 
 
 
 
 
Well-designed close of houses with 
interesting split roof pitches and well-
articulated elevations.   Houses linked 
together with integral garages.  Pale brick 
with large- tiled roofs. Use of timber cladding. 
Infill in coloured render on no 8 blends in.   
 
 
 
Bungalows to N at top of slope – less 
interesting design  
 

 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
 

 

VIEWS:  
Hints: Within the space (long, short, intimate, glimpsed, channelled, wide), focal points, streetscape (how 
buildings and streets work together), roofscape, views out of the space (long/short distance, high level). 

 
Largely enclosed with glimpses towards Sandford slade and Sandford Park to S.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCORE: 
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GREENERY & LANDSCAPE FEATURES: 
Hints: Contribution of trees and plants (colours, shade), hard/urban, private or public, water, changing levels 
 
Strikingly good landscaping and planting. 
Skilled use of central bed to take up the slope 
and provide an attractive feature as you enter 
this intimate development.   
Gardens unenclosed with grass and shrubs.  
Good bank of shrub planting N of entrance 
road – privately maintained.   
Planting on Sandford Mount provides 
backdrop to SE.  
 
 
 
Tall mature trees – very important - to N 
behind bungalows.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Entrance N side   Planting  
 

 

SCORE: 
 

 

LIGHT/DARK: SHADING, TIME OF DAY/NIGHT 

 SCORE: 
 

 

NOISE & SMELL: MAN MADE OR NATURAL 
 
Some traffic noise from The Slade but secluded.   

SCORE: 
 

 

 

SPIRIT OF PLACE:   
 
A well-designed small modern housing development of its era with unusually good 
landscaping and planting.  Good balance between communal character and individual 
privacy.   

TOTAL: 
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